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For Teenagers Living With a Parent Who Abuses Alcohol/Drugs by Edith Lynn Hornik-Beer answers

questions about alcoholism asked by teenagers. Included are: What causes alcoholism? Where can

I get help? What do I do about the abuse? Should I stay at home? Where can I go? How can

anyone expect me to concentrate in school? Why do I fight with my parents even when they are

sober?
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I bought this title for a young person Im close to whom has a parent with addiction issues - I read it

before I gave it to her so I knew what she was going to get from the book. It has some good info -

however - if I read through it at a store I'd prob keep looking - it seemed a bit too shallow, dated and

had alot of COKE & POT references - many are on to different types of addictions these days - it

didnt hit on the issues this young lady is facing - but Im an adult - maybe for a teen they cant handle

more than what this book offers - the subject alone is so sad - it really didnt go into the addiction

issue that she is dealing with - PAIN MEDS! Her mom had/has serious back issues so fights

addiction with pain meds but also has issues with drinking too. Im there for this young person and

hoping the book will help her not feel so alone - it may help her to know there are others out there

with simular struggles. I'd do just about anything to help her and her mom!!



For Teenagers Living With A Parent Who Abuses Alcohol/Drugs by Edith Lynn Hornik-Beer is a very

straightforward book written especially for young people, and offering direct answers to basic

questions such as "What causes alcoholism?"; "What do I do about the abuse?"; "Where can I get

help?"; and "Should I stay at home?". With information about Alateen and other helpful programs,

sound and critical insights, and a down-to-earth style of narration that candidly presents

much-needed facts and information, For Teenagers Living With a Parent Who Abuses

Alcohol/Drugs deserves the highest recommendation and would be an invaluable addition to any

school or community library collection.

I appreciate this product and would recommend it to anyone. I am grateful to be able to purchase

this through .com.

Just the thing my niece needed when dealing with her alcohol abusing mother. It has all the

answers to the problem the child faced. I recommend it highly.

great info for children

This book answers those questions which teenagers in this situation have to know. Where can I get

help? How can I stay in touch with a parent who is in prison? Is addiction hereditary? Why do some

people get hooked and others don't? Every library, every self-help organization should have this

book. And, every teenager who has come across such problems needs to know that the book is out

there.
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